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Abstract 
Given a graph G = (Y, E), a cut in G that partitions I/’ into two sets with L i 1 V 1 J and r f 1 VI 1 
nodes is called an equicut. Suppose that there are weights assigned to the edges in E. The 
problem of finding a minimum weight equicut in G is known to be NP-hard. The equicut 
polytope is defined as the convex hull of the incidence vectors of the equicuts in G. In this paper 
we describe several new classes of facets for the equicut polytope; they arise as various 
generalizations of an inequality based on a cycle introduced by Conforti et al. (1990). Most of 
our inequalities have the interesting feature that their support graphs are planar but for some of 
them both planarity and connectivity properties are lost. Finally we show how our results can 
be applied to obtain new classes of facets for the cut polytope. 
1. Introduction 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph with weights c, associated to the edges e E E. Given 
a subset U E V, we denote by 6(U) the set of edges e = {i.j} E E such that i E U andj 
E V\U. The set 6(U) is called a cut. The cut 6(U) is called an equicut if I UI = LSI VI J 
or I UI = [+I VI 1. The minimum (maximum) equicut problem is the problem of 
finding an equicut 6(U) for which c(d(U)):= CeE6(Uj~, is minimum (maximum) over 
all equicuts of G. 
The equicut problem is NP-hard for general graphs [ 111. Some effective heuristics 
[ 123 and polynomial algorithms for special classes of graphs [l, 133 have been 
proposed. 
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The incidence vector of a subset E’ G E is the vector xE’ in [WIEt defined by 
E’ 
i 
1 if eEE’, 
x, = 
0 otherwise. 
The convex hull of incidence vectors of all equicuts in G is the equicut polytope of 
G denoted by Y&G); similarly, the cut polytope 9,(G) of G is the convex hull of the 
incidence vectors of all cuts in G. 
A classical approach in combinatorial optimization for tackling NP-hard problems 
is the polyhedral approach. In the case of the equicut problem, this leads to the study 
of the facets of the equicut polytope. The minimum equicut problem can be indeed 
reformulated as the following optimization problem: 
min 2X, 
subject to x E 9,,(G). 
The crucial issue is then to be able to find the linear description of the equicut 
polytope and to characterize its facets or, at least, to find large subclasses of facet 
defining inequalities providing a tight relaxation of the equicut polytope. This study 
was initiated by Conforti et al. [4,5] and continued by Deza et al. [8]. Our work is 
a further attempt to obtain a better understanding of the facial structure of YE,-(G), 
and our inequalities contribute to the solution of equicut problems by cutting plane 
methods. Preliminary computational results that have been carried out in [7] show 
that our inequalities can be useful for solving equicut problems in practice. Further 
research in this direction is still in progress. 
One possible way to represent an inequality is to give its support graph. The support 
graph (or simply support) of an inequality aTx < a, is the subgraph G’ = (I”, E’) of 
G such that e E E’ if a, # 0 and u E V’ if v is incident to some edge in E’. 
Interestingly, several of the new classes of facets we introduce have a support graph 
which is planar; hence they give facets for the equicut polytope of planar graphs in 
which case the equicut problem is believed to remain hard. Actually, these inequalities 
come as a generalization of an inequality with a cycle as support graph introduced by 
Conforti et al. [4, 51. On the other hand, we also have some inequalities whose 
support graphs are neither planar nor connected. Recall that all facets of the cut 
polytope have their support graphs that are 2-connected [6]. 
We refer to the work of Conforti et al. [4,5] for a general survey and background 
on the topic of equicuts. We shall recall below only some facts necessary for our 
treatment. 
The notation G = (V, E) is used to denote a graph with node set V and edge set E. 
For convenience, we sometimes use V(G) and E(G) to represent the node and edge 
sets of G, respectively. All graphs treated here are supposed to be finite, undirected, 
without loops, multiple edges and isolated nodes. An edge e E E with endnodes i and 
j is also represented by ij. Complete graphs on n nodes are denoted by K,. In general, 
we will be dealing with complete graphs, however, a simple lemma in the next section 
allows the extension of our results to other types of graphs. 
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The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we review some results about 
the cut and equicut polytopes. We state the conditions for an inequality with a cycle as 
its support to be a facet of PEc(KZP+ 1 ). In Section 3, we obtain a new class of facets for 
PEC(KZ*+ 1 ) with planar supports and show how they generalize the inequalities from 
Section 2. As an application, we obtain new classes of facets for the cut polytope. In 
Section 4, we work on further generalizations of the inequalities with cycles as 
supports. Two of the classes of facets introduced here have the interesting feature that 
their support graphs are not connected. These results are again extended to give new 
classes of facets for the cut polytope. Section 5 contains the proofs that the inequalities 
introduced in Sections 3 and 4 are facet defining for PEC(KZP+ i). We close the paper 
with some concluding remarks in Section 6. 
2. Some preliminary results for equicut and cut polytopes 
The cut polytope has been extensively studied (see [2,9, lo] and references therein). 
Besides the fact that the cut polytope is full-dimensional, a result of particular interest 
here is the following. 
Theorem 2.1 (Barahona and Mahjoub [2]). Let G = (V,E) be a graph and PC(G) be 
its associated cut polytope. If G’ = (V’, E’) is an induced complete subgruph with 1 V’I 
odd. then 
is a facet defining inequality for P’,(G). 
The equicuts of a complete graph on 2p + 1 nodes are exactly those cuts of 
cardinality equal to p(p + 1). Therefore, we conclude that PEc(KZp+i) is a facet of 
9)C(KZp+ 1 ). This observation will be used below to obtain new classes of facets for the 
cut polytope from those we introduce for the equicut polytope. On the other hand, it 
was shown by Deza et al. [S] that, if the inequality uTx < 0 defines a facet of Pc(K,) 
then it also defines a facet of YE&Km) for any odd m, m > 2n + 1; therefore, in some 
sense, the equicut polytope contains all facets of the cut polytope and much more. 
The results mentioned below can be found in Conforti et al. [4]. These authors also 
pointed out that from a complete linear description of YEC(KZp+ 1) one can always 
deduce a complete linear description of BE,-(K,,) and vice versa. Therefore, we can 
restrict ourselves to deal with complete graphs of odd size. 
The next lemma shows how to obtain facet defining inequalities for the equicut 
polytope Pa,_-(G), when G is an arbitrary subgraph of the complete graph Kzp+ 1. 
Lemma 2.2 (Conforti et al. [4]). Let aTx < a0 be a facet de$ning inequality for 
~)Ec(Kz~+ I ). Then, for any graph G’ obtained from Klp+ 1 by removing a subset of its 
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edges not belonging to the support of the vector a, the inequality aTx < a0 dejines a facet 
of p,,(G’). 
The next theorem and the two lemmas following it, due to Conforti et al. [4], 
characterize the dimension of P&G). 
Theorem 2.3. (i) For G = (V, E) = KZp + 1, dim(B,,(G)) = IEl - 1 and afl(Y&G)) = 
{x E W’:x(E) = p(p + l)}. 
(ii) For G = (V, E) = Kzp, dim(P’,c(G)) = IEl - 2p and afs(&(G)) = {x E 
W’%(s(u)) = p, vu E V}. 
For incomplete graphs the following two lemmas hold. 
Lemma 2.4. Let G = (V, E) be a graph with 1 T/I = 2p + 1. Then P&G) is full-dimen- 
sional if and only if G is not a complete graph. 
Lemma 2.5. Let G = (V, E) be a graph on 2p nodes and G be the subgraph of KZp with 
edge set E = E(K,,) - E(G). Let q be the number of bipartite connected components of 
G. Then the dimension of P&G) is [E(G)1 - q. 
Before we close this section, we present a theorem that characterizes a facet of 
~)Ec(Kz~+ I ) for which the support graph is a cycle. 
Theorem 2.6 (Conforti et al. [4]). Let C be a cycle of K2p+l with I V(C)1 = p + 2. 
Then the inequality 
x@(C)) > 2 (1) 
is facet dejning for PEC(KZp+ 1). 
The following sections are devoted to the development of two possible generaliz- 
ations of inequality (l), i.e., we show that this inequality is a member of a larger class of 
facets for PEC(Kzp+ 1). 
3. Path-block-cycle inequalities 
We start this section by introducing a new graph structure which we call a path- 
block-cycle. We then show how it generalizes a cycle and give the conditions under 
which it corresponds to the support graph for a facet defining inequality for 
%c(Kz~ + I ). 
Definition 3.1. A path-block is a graph with two nodes (endnodes) s and d (called the 
source and the destination, respectively) joined by r node-disjoint paths of length q. 
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Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2. 
We use the notation PB(r, q) to denote a path-block graph or simply PB when both 
parameters, namely the number of paths and their lengths, can be easily deduced from 
the context. 
In Fig. 1 we show an example of a path-block graph PB(3,3). 
Definition 3.2. A path-block-cycle with parameters t,r and q, denoted by PBC(t, r, q), is 
a graph built as follows: 
(i) Take t pairwise node-disjoint path-blocks PB1, PB2, . . . , PB, each formed by 
r paths of length q; 
(ii) complete the graph by adding edges joining the destination node of PBi to the 
source node of PBi + 1 for i = 1, . . . , t (all indices are modulo t). 
Fig. 2 presents an example of PBC(4,2,2). 
To see how this structure is related to a cycle, we can think of it as follows. First 
suppose we have r node-disjoint cycles of length t(q + 1) denoted by: C1 , Cz, . . . , C,. 
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Fig. 3 
Choosing a starting node and a direction to explore each cycle, we label its edges and 
nodes from 1 to t(q + 1) such that the edge labelled i has endnodes i and i + 1 (all 
indices are modulo t(q + 1)). We now contract the nodes of different cycles together if 
they satisfy the following two conditions: (i) all the nodes in a contracted group have 
the same label and (ii) these nodes are incident to some edge whose label is of the form 
k(q+ 1) where kE{l,...,t}. 
Finally, if there are multiple edges with endnodes u and u, we replace them by 
a single edge. These operations are exemplified in Fig. 3. When n = 2p + 1, if I = 1 
(i.e., there exists a single cycle) and t( q + 1) = p + 2, the resulting graph is a cycle like 
the one supporting inequality (1). 
Let us consider the complete graph K, = (V, E) where n = 2p + 1. Suppose that K, 
has PBC(t, Y, q) = (Vi,, Ei,,) as a subgraph and that: 
PIi, = t(r (4 - 1) + 2), (2) 
nout = P - (r - l)(q - 1) - 1, 
n = rlrn + nout = 2p + 1, 
r>2 a t,q>2, 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
where ni” is the number of nodes in Vi, and nout is the number of nodes in 
V,,, = V\Vi”. Note that from (2)-(4) the following equation holds: 
p = ((t - 1)r + l)(q - 1) + 2(t - 1). 
Let E, be the set of edges joining two different blocks in the PBC and El be the set of 
edges internal to the blocks. Clearly, Ei, = El u E,. We are interested in an inequality 
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of the form 
x(E,) + rx(E,.) B 2r. (6) 
As we have observed earlier, when r = 1, inequality (6) coincides with the inequality 
x(E(C)) 3 2. Hence, in the following, we assume that r > 2. 
We use the notation sk and dk to refer, respectively, to the source and destination 
nodes of the kth path-block. Moreover, V, (respectively, Iljk) denotes the set of nodes 
of block k (respectively, of the jth path of block k) except sk and dk. The edge set E(I/,) 
(respectively, E(V’jk)) includes all edges in block k (respectively, in the jth path of 
block k). 
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that a PBC with parameters t, r and q satisfying (2)-(5) is 
a subgraph of Kzp+ 1. Then inequality (6) having this PBC as support is valid for 
~PEC(KZ~+ I 1. 
Proof. We proceed by contradiction, i.e., we assume that there exists an equicut 
r = 6(Ur, U,) ( = 6(U,)) such that its incidence vector xr satisfies: 
xr(El) + rxr(E,) < 2r. 
Clearly, there must be at most one edge e in E, with XL = 1. On the other hand, 
suppose that there exists a unique edge e = (di_ l,si) E E, in r. One can construct 
r paths in Ei” - {e] linking the endnodes i and di- 1 of e whose common edges are 
exactly those of E, - (e}. Since si and di _ 1 belong to different shores of the cut r, each 
of these paths intersects r in some edge of El. Therefore, ITnEI ( B r, yielding 
a contradiction. Hence, the equicut r contains no edge of E,. 
Assume that, for some block i, si and di are in different shores of the cut r. First 
consider the r internal paths of block i. Since these paths link si and di, each of them 
must intersect r, which implies that E(Vi) contains at least r edges that are cut. Other 
r distinct paths joining si and di can be found in Ei,\E(V’i) whose only common edges 
are those of E,. Each of these paths intersects r in some edge of El, implying that 
Ei,\E( Vi) has at least r edges that are cut. Therefore, 1 r n El 1 > 2r, yielding a contra- 
diction. 
It remains to check the case when, for each block in the PBC, both endnodes belong 
to the same shore. It is easy to see from the previous paragraphs that this implies that 
all endnodes of all blocks are in a common shore, say Ui. Consequently, each path 
containing an internal node in Uz contains at least two edges that are cut. But since 
I Uz 1 2 p, there are at least (r - 1) (q - 1) + 1 nodes in U2 n Vi” (from (2)-(5)) implying 
that at least r internal paths of PBC have a node in U2. The contradiction follows 
immediately which completes the proof. q 
The next theorem is the main result of this section and its proof is presented in 
Section 5. 
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Theorem 3.4. Suppose that a PBC with parameters t, r and q satisfying (2)-(5) is 
a subgraph of KZp+ 1. Then inequality (6) having this PBC as support is facet defining for 
%c(Kz~+I). 
When n is odd, the equicut polytope B&K,) is a facet of the cut polytope Y&K,) 
defined by the inequality x(E) $ Ln/2 J r n/2 1. Therefore, it is natural to look for 
a suitable linear combination of (6) and the equation x(E) = L n/2 J r n/2 1 that gives 
a facet defining inequality for 9&K,). 
For n = 2p + 1, consider the inequality below obtained by subtracting inequality 
(6) from the equation x(E) = p(p + 1): 
x(E) - x(E,) - rx(E,) < p(p + 1) - 2r. (7) 
Proposition 3.5. Suppose that a PBC with parameters t, r and q satisfying (2)-(5) is 
a subgraph of K2r+ 1. Then inequality (7) obtainedfor this PBC is valid for Sc(Kzp+ 1). 
Proof. By contradiction, assume that there exists a cut r = 6(U1, U,) with 
1 U1 1 = p - k, 1 Uz[ = p + k + 1, k 2 0 and such that its incidence vector does not 
verify (7). Clearly, we look for cuts with k # 0, since otherwise, r is an equicut. The 
value of xr(E) is p(p + 1) - k(k + 1) which is trivially decreasing in k. 
Reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 3.1, it is easy to see that no edges of E, can 
intersect r. Otherwise, xr(E) - xr(El) - rxr(E,) < p(p + 1) - k(k + 1) - 2r and (7) 
will be verified. So, we can restrict our search to cuts not intersecting E,. 
Let Cj, fOrj = 1, . . . . r, be the cycle defined on the PBC structure such that 
v(Cj) = Ij tvjI) and E(Cj) = b (E(F’jt))uEr. 
I=1 I=1 
The cuts intersecting all these r cycles can also be eliminated from our search (even 
when this intersection is restricted to E,) since their incidence vectors can be easily 
seen to satisfy (7). Therefore, there exists at least one cycle whose node set is fully 
contained in the same shore. 
This means that every path, in every block, has both its endnodes in the same shore 
implying that their intersections with any cut are of even size. The immediate 
consequence is that at most (r - 1) paths in the whole structure can be intersected by 
a cut with incidence vector not satisfying (7) (otherwise, xr(El) > 2r). Note that, in 
order to verify the conditions stated up to now, r must have at least 
(t - l)(r(q - 1) + 2) + (q + 1) = p + 2 nodes in the shore containing the endnodes of 
all blocks. By definition, this shore has to be UZ. 
For fixed k, we define the quantity E as the minimum number of internal paths 
intersected by the cut r. 
If I UI I d nout, then all nodes of U1 should be taken in V,,, to have E minimum, i.e., 
E = 0. Otherwise, since the endnodes of all blocks are already in Uz, the nodes of 
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U1 n Vi” should be concentrated on the minimum number of internal paths, which 
gives the following formula for E: 
E = max 0, 
(r 
(r-l)(~;~)l;(~-l)~+r-l)_~~]). 
If r has E internal paths intersected, then 
xr(E) - xr(El) - rxr(E,) = p(p + 1) - k(k + 1) - 2s. (8) 
Assume that E = 0, in which case Ut is fully contained in V,,, and, thus, for some 
i 2 0, we have: 
I UI I = nout - i = p - (r - l)(q - 1) - 1 - i 
and 
lUzl = p + (r - l)(q - 1) + i + 2. 
By definition, k is such that k = (r - 1) (4 - 1) + 1 + i. We claim that k k r. If this is 
not the case, then (r - l)(q - 1) + 1 + i < r ( o (r - 1)(2 - q) > i) which contradicts 
the original assumptions that q 2 2, r B 2 and i > 0. But k z r and Eq. (8) imply that 
xr(E) - xr(El) - rxr(E,) = p(p + 1) - k(k + 1) < p(p + 1) - 2r and, therefore, (7) is 
valid. 
Assume now that E is not zero. From (8), we know that if r violates (7), then 
The last inequality comes from the substitution of the value of E in (8). We prove by 
induction on k that: 
When k = 1 the result follows immediately. Suppose that it remains valid for all 
k < k’. We prove under the previous assumptions that the result still holds for k’ + 1. 
For this, let A be the value given by 
A =2(1+[-3). 
There are two possibilities. 
1. Either L k’/(q - 1) J = L(k’ - l)/(q - 1) J, in which case: A = 2(1 + L (k’ - l)/ 
(q - 1) J, < k’(k’ + 1) < (k’ + 2)(k’ + 1); 
2. or L k’/(q - 1) J = L (k’ - l)/(q - 1) J + 1, in which case: A = 2(1 + L (k’ - l)/ 
(q - l)]) + 2 < k’(k’ + 1) + 2 < k’(k’ + 1) + 2k’ + 2 = (k’ + 2)(k’ + 1). 
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Hence, we conclude that there is no cut whose incidence vector violates (7), i.e., (7) is 
valid for Pc(KZp+ i). 0 
We are now able to give the following result for the cut polytope. 
Theorem 3.6. Suppose that a PBC with parameters t, r and q satisfying (2)-(5) is 
a subgraph of K2p+l. Then inequality (7) obtained for this PBC is facet dejining for 
pc(Kzp+ I). 
Proof. Let us define: 
F = {x~%(&p+i) :x satisfies (7) at equality}, 
F’ = {x E ~)Ec(Kz~+ I 1 :x satisfies (7) at equality}. 
Clearly, F’ c F and F is a proper face of 9,-(KZp+J (since the origin does not 
belong to F). To prove that F is a facet of 9’,-(KZp+ 1), we have to exhibit a cut 6(U) in 
K zp+ 1 which is not an equicut and whose incidence vector satisfies (7) at equality. If 
we do this, the proof is complete because &(KZp+l) is a facet of 9’c(Kz,+l) and, 
therefore, the dimension of the equicut polytope is equal to that of the cut polytope 
minus one. 
Consider the subset U of V(Kz,+l) given by U = USEz(Vjl)n I’,,,. It can be easily 
checked that 1 UI = p - 1 and that x6(“) is in F\F’ which completes the proof. 0 
4. Suspended-tree inequalities 
In this section, we describe another generalization of inequality (1) obtained by 
replacing the cycle structure by a more complicated graph, namely a (suitably 
weighted) suspension of a tree. This idea comes from Boros and Hammer [3] who 
applied it to construct a class of facets for the cut polytope (see also Remark 1). 
Moreover, we shall see that we can relax the conditions on the number of nodes on 
which the cycle is defined. Clearly, if we take a cycle C which is defined on more than 
p + 2 nodes in KZpfl, inequality (1) remains valid, but is not facet defining; for 
example, if C is the cycle (ui, u2, . . . , up+ 3 ), then x(E(C)) 2 2 is the sum of two valid 
inequalities for Pnc(KZP+ 1 1: x(E(C’)) 2 2 and x,,, , up+j + xUpt2, Up+3 - x,, , ,,p+2 0 
whereC’isthecycle(u,,u,,...,u,+, ). However, if we take a cycle C which is defined 
on less than p + 2 nodes, e.g. on p + 1 or p nodes, by suitably modifying the original 
inequality we can produce some facet defining inequality for 9’)EC(KZp+ 1). 
A nice feature of inequality (1) is the planarity of its supporting graph. The 
generalization we proposed in the previous section and most of those we present in 
this section still posess the planarity property. This is indeed the case for inequalities 
(9) and (10). Hence, all these inequalities provide facets for the equicut polytope of 
planar graphs. 
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Let (V(T),T) be a tree in KZp+r and a0 be a node in V\V(T). For every node 
u E V(T), we denote by d, the degree of u in T. We consider the following inequality: 
o(T, u,)x:= C (2 - d,,)q,,, + C x,, > 2. (9) 
UfV(T) WET 
Note that, if T is the path (ul,uZ, . . . , uk), then o(T, uO)x = x(E(C)), where C is the 
cycle(ae,ar,k,..., uk). Therefore, inequality (9) generalizes the cycle inequality. The 
supporting graph of inequality (9) is a suspension of the tree T with apex uO, whose 
edges are the pairs (uO,u) for u E V(T) such that d, # 2 and (a, u) E T. 
Lemma 4.1. Let U be a subset of V(T) and consider the complete graph with nodeset 
V(T)u{u,,}. Then o(T,uo)x W) = 2c(U), where c(U) is the number of connected 
components of the subgraph (U, T(U)) of(V(T), T) induced by U. 
Proof. We compute: 
o(T, u~)x~(~) = 52 - dJ + I Tn WOI 
= 21UI - 1 I{UUE T: UE V(T)}1 + c I{UUE T: UE V(T)\U}I 
usll ueu 
= 2lUI - 1 [{WET: UE U>l 
usu 
= 2)UI - 2(lUl -c(U)) = 2c(U). 0 
An immediate corollary is: 
Proposition 4.2. Let T be a tree of I< zp+l with IV(T)1 = p + 1 and u. be a node of 
vwzp+ 1 )\V(T) then inequality (9) is validfor PEC(KZP+ 1). Moreover, the equicuts of 
K 2P+ 1 satisfying the equality o(T, uO)x = 2 are oftheform 6(U) with I U I = p (or p + 1) 
and T(U n V(T)) is connected. 
A connected graph G = (V, E) is called a star if there exists u E V (the center of the 
star) such that G - {u} consists only of isolated nodes, i.e., E = {(u, u): u E V\(u)}. 
Theorem 4.3. Let T be a tree of KZp+ I with I V(T )I = p + 1 and uO be a node of 
VW 2P+ l)\V( T). If p 2 3 and T is not a star, then inequality (9) defines a facet of 
The proof for this theorem and those for the remaining theorems in this section are 
given in Section 5. 
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Remark 1. If we relax the connectivity condition and suppose that T is a forest with 
I V(T)1 = p + 1, then inequality (9) remains valid for PEc(K2p+ i), however, facethood 
is lost if T is not a tree. Indeed, suppose T has k connected components T1, . . . , Tk; 
choose two leaves Ii and 1: in each tree Ti and construct he tree T’ obtained by adding 
to T the edges (Ii+,,2i) for i = 1,2,...,k - 1. Then we have that 
k-l 
and, thus, the inequality w(T,u,,)x > 2 is the sum of the valid inequalities: 
w(T’,u,)x 2 2 and the inequalities x,,,~: + x,~,~~+~ - xl;,++1 2 0 for i = 1, . . . ,k - 1, 
and hence is not facet defining. 
We now see how inequality (9) (or inequality (1)) can be modified when the tree T is 
defined on p nodes only. Let T be a tree of KZp+ 1 with p nodes and ul,uz, u3 be 
distinct nodes of V(Kzp+ 1 )\V(T). Let A denote the clique (triangle) with nodes ui, u2 
and u3. We set Ax: = x,, , ,,z + x,, , ,,) + x,,, uj. We consider the inequality 
dT,A,uo)x = c (2 - d&u,,, + C x, - C x, 2 0. 
UEY(T) PET eEA 
(10) 
Note that w(T, A, uO)x is equal to o(T,uO)x - Ax. 
Proposition 4.4. Let T be a tree of K2p+l with 1 V(T)1 = p, A be a triangle with 
V(A) g V(Kzp+l )\V(T) and u. be a node w V(K2p+I )\(V(T)u V(A)). Inequality 
(10) is valid for PEC(KZp+ 1). 
Proof. Take an equicut 6(U) of Kzp+ 1 with 1 U 1 = p, p + 1 and we can suppose that 
uo$U. Then 
o( T, A, uo)x6(‘) = o(T, u~)x’(~) - Ax’(‘) 
= 2c( U n V( T )) - AxsC”) (by Lemma 4.1). 
If Ax6”) = 0, then clearly w(T, A, u~)x~(~) > 0; else, Ax6’“’ = 2, implying that 
jUnV(A)( = 1 or 2 and thus, since lU1 =p or p + 1, IUnV(T)I > 1 and so 
c(UnV(T))> l,implyingthato(T,A,~~)x ‘(“) 3 0 and this completes the proof. 0 
As a consequence of the previous proof, the equicuts of KZp+ 1 satisfying (10) at 
equality are of the form 6(U) with U = V(K,,+,)\(V(T)u{uo}) or, IUI = p,p + 1 
and lUnV(A)l = 1,2,T(UnV(T)) is connected. 
Theorem 4.5. Let T be a tree of KZp+ 1 with [ V(T )I = p, let uo, ul, u2, u3 be nodes of 
J’Wzp+ 1 )\V(T) and A denote the triangle with nodes ul, u2, u3. If p > 5 and T is not 
a star, then inequality (10) de$nes a facet of PEC(KZp+ 1). 
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We now describe a second extension for inequalities (9) and (10) for the case when 
the tree T is defined on p - 1 nodes instead of p + 1 or p nodes. 
Given five nodes ul, . . ..u5. consider the cycles C = (ui, u2, u3, u4, us) and 
C’ = (ul, u3, us, u2, u4). Let us call chorded pentagon, denoted by CP, the weighted 
graph on the nodes ui, . . . , us whose edges are those of C with weights + 1 and those 
of C’ with weights - 1. We set CP.x = &eE(Cj~e - CeEE(cvj~,. Let T be a tree of 
K 2p+1, UO,Ul,..., u5 be nodes of V(Kzp+ i )\V(T ) and CP be the chorded pentagon 
defined on nodes ul, . . . , us. We consider the inequality: 
w(T,CP,u,)x= 1 (2-&)x,,,.+ Exe+ exe- &BO. 
ueV(T) t?ET t?EC l?EC’ 
(11) 
Note that o(T, CP, uo)x is equal to w(T, uo)x + CP. x. 
Proposition 4.6. Let T be a tree of K2p+l with 1 V(T)1 = p - 1, CP be a 
chorded pentagon with VCP) = (~1, . ..A} s ~‘(K,p+,)\~(T) and 
u. E V(K2,+,)\V(T)u V(CP). Then, inequality (11) is ualidfor .sY~~(K~~+~). 
Proof. Take an equicut 6(U) of KZp+ i with uo$U. One checks easily that, if 
[Un V(CP)I = 1 or 4, then CP*c ‘NJ) = 0; if U n V(CP) is of the form {ui, u2} or 
(ui, u2, u3} (i.e., a circular interval of size 2,3 on the cycle C), then CP. x6(“) = - 2 
and CP.xd’“’ = 2, otherwise. But, if 1U n Y(CP)I d 3, then, since IUI = p or p + 1, 
I U n V(T )I > 1 and, thus, by Lemma 4.1, o(T, CP, uo)x6(‘) > 2. Therefore, 
o(T, CP, uo)xd(“) 2 0 for all equicuts 6(U). q 
Let us set V’ = V(K2p+ 1 )\(V(T)uV(CP)u{uo}),solV’l=p-4.Weseefromthe 
last proof that the equicuts whose incidence vectors satisfy equality o( T, CP, uo)x = 0 
are of the form 6(U) with U = V(CP)uV’, V(CP)\{uh}uV’ for uh E V(CP), 
V(CP)u V’\{u} for 21 E V’ and U such that T( U n V(T)) is connected, 
Unv(CP)= {uh~~h+1} or {uh?u ,,+ 1, uh+z} (indices being taken modulo 5) and 
IUI=porp+l. 
Given an integer k 2 1, a connected graph G = (V, E) is called a k-star with center 
ui if vi E V and all the connected components of G - vi are trees on at most k nodes. 
In particular, a l-star is a usual star and, in a 2-star with center ul, all components of 
G - u1 are isolated nodes or edges. 
Theorem 4.7. Let T be a tree of K,,+ 1 with I V(T )I = p - 1, CP be a chorded pentagon 
of Kz~+I with V(CP) c V(KZ,+I)\V(T) and uo E ~W~,+I)\V(T)U V(W). lf 
p 2 6 and T is not a 2-star, then inequality (11) is facet dejning for gEC(Kzp+ 1). 
Remark 2. Each of the inequalities (9)-(11) gives some class of facets for the cut 
polytope 9c(K2,+ 1 ). Indeed, if XX > no is a facet defining inequality for the equicut 
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polytope ~)EcW~~+ I ) and if, for some scalar 1, the inequality 
1 1 A” - 71x < Ip(p + 1) - 710 
W)EE(Kzp+1) 
is valid for the cut polytope and admits one more root that is not an equicut, then the 
above inequality clearly defines a facet of the cut polytope Pc(K2,,+ i). The facets of 
P)C(K2p+ 1) corresponding to the inequalities (9)-(11) are, respectively, defined by the 
inequalities (12)-(14) below: 
c X,” - 4T, 4uo)x < P(P + 11, (13) 
(UO)EEW2p+1) 
c X,” - o(T, CP, uo)x < p(p + 1) f (14) 
W)EE&p+1) 
Inequalities (13) and (14) give some new facets of the cut polytope but inequality (12) 
corresponds, via the switching operation [2], to a facet introduced by Boros and 
Hammer [3], 
5. Proofs 
This section contains the proofs for the main results of Sections 3 and 4. To prove 
that a valid inequality for gEc(KZP+ 1 ) defines a facet, we heavily apply the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 5.1 (Conforti et al. [4]). Let G = (V, E) be a graph with IV] = 2p + 1 nodes 
and let aTx < a0 be a valid inequality for P&G). Let W, S1, S2, T1 and T2 be five 
mutually disjoint subsets forming a partition of V such that 1 W ) = 1 and 1 S1 I = ( S2 I. 
Suppose that the incidence vectors of the following equicuts of G: 
rI = 6(S1 u T,), I-, = 6(S1 u T,), 
r, = ~&UT,), l-, = ~&UT,), 
satisfy the inequality aTx < a0 at equality. Then 
i& jE, aij = i;j& aij. 
In particular, when W = (i}, S1 = fi}, S2 = (k}, we have 
Uij = Uik. 
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When using Lemma 5.1, we only indicate how to build the sets W, S1,S,, T1 and 
T2. Clearly, these sets must be chosen in such a way that the cuts ri, . . . , r4 are 
equicuts. Moreover, we leave it to the reader to check that the incidence vectors of the 
cuts rr, . . . , r, satisfy at equality the inequality aTx d ao, which is being proved to be 
facet defining. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Let rcx > rco be a facet defining inequality for S)nc(KZp+ i). 
Define: 
F = {x E ~)ECWZp+ 1 ):x(E,) + rx(E,) = 2r}, 
F, = {x E SEc(K2,+1):nx = no>. 
Assume that F E F,. We want to prove that rcx 2 rro can be written as a linear 
combination of (6) and the equation x(E) = p(p + l), i.e., there exists /1i E Iw+ and 
& E R such that: 
(xx 2 ~0) = AI@ + rx(E,) 2 2r) + &.(x(E) = p(p + 1)). 
The proof is divided into two parts. In the first part, using Lemma 5.1, we show that 
all components of the vector n associated to edges not in Ei, have the same value. In 
the second part, we compute the values of the components of 7-r corresponding to edges 
in Ei”. 
Usually, when Lemma 5.1 is applied, the choice of the set W and that of the sets S1 
and S2 arises in a natural way from what is being proved. The difficult task is to build 
the sets T1 and T2. One way to do this is to make use of a balancing criterion which 
works as follows. Suppose that the nodes of a given set U are to be assigned to T1 and 
T,. According to the balancing criterion, we choose the assignment that minimizes 
1) U n T, 1 - ) U n Tz 1 I. This is necessary to guarantee that the proof is correct for any 
triplet of parameters (r, t, q), where r, t, q > 2. 
First we prove that the components of rc corresponding to all edges incident to any 
node in V,,, take the same value. 
(a) Let u be a node in Vi” and u’, u’ any two nodes in I’,,,,. Let W = {u’}, S1 = {u}, 
S2 = {II’} and C be a cycle in PBC containing u with edge set given by: 
l The edges of a path arbitrarily chosen for each block except the one containing u, 
say PBk; 
l the edges of the path in PBk that contains u; 
l the edges in E,. 
Now starting from u we move clockwise around the cycle until we reach the 
L t(q + 1)/2 I-th node, say u. We define A, as the set of all nodes visited before 
u excluding u. The set A2 is then the set of nodes visited after v. Clearly, 
V(C) = A,uA,u{u,u}. 
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Let PBi be the block containing v. The procedure BuildSets described below can be 
applied to correctly build the sets T1 and T2: 
Step 1: Assign the nodes of A1 (respectively, AZ) to T1 (respectively, Tz). 
Step 2: For blocks other than I’& and PBi, if both endnodes are in T1 (respectively, 
T2), assign its remaining unassigned nodes to T1 (respectively, Tz). 
Step 3: For P& (respectively, PBi), if u (respectively, v) corresponds to one of the 
endnodes, say the source, the remaining unassigned nodes of it are assigned to the 
same set as the other endnode, in that case, the destination. 
Step 4: If block PI& (or PBi) still has unassigned nodes, they are assigned to T1 and 
T, according to the Balancing Criterion (applied to Vi,) in such a way that 
6(T1, T,)n& has at most one edge intersecting each of its internal paths. 
Step 5: The sets T1 and T2 are filled up to size p - 1 with the unassigned nodes of 
V cl”, * 
We conclude that rcn,*, = r~,~,~ = y for all u E Vi,, u’, u’ E I/o,,,. Note that, since u’ 
and v’ were taken arbitrarily, n, takes the value y for any edge e with both endnodes in 
V O”t’ 
Below, we prove that TC, = y for all edges e not in Ei, but joining two nodes in 
different blocks of PBC. 
(b) Let U, v be two nodes in different blocks of PBC such that e = (aU)$Ei, and let U’ 
be a node in V,,, . Let W = {u>, S1 = {v}, S2 = {u’} and C be a cycle in PBC with edge 
set given by: 
l the edges of a path arbitrarily chosen for each block except the ones containing 
u and v, say PBk and PBiy respectively; 
l the edges of the path in PBk that contains u; 
l the edges of the path in PBi that contains v; 
l the edges in E,. 
Defining the sets A1 and A2 exactly like in (a) and applying the procedure BuildSets, 
we conclude that rc,, = rcuu, = y for all nodes U, v E Vi, (u # u and (UU)$Ei,) and 
u’ E V,“,. 
Next we investigate the case when we have two nodes in the same block of PBC and 
besides this they belong to a common path of the block. 
(c) Let u and u be two nonadjacent nodes of a block PBk in PBC and a node of 
V cl”,’ Suppose that there are paths (one or I) in PBk containing both u and u. Let 
W = {u}, S1 = {v} and S2 = {u’}. To build T1 and T,, we apply the following 
procedure: 
Step 1: For all internal paths of PBk containing both u and u, assign the nodes 
between u and u to T1. 
Step 2: For the remaining paths of PB, (if any), assign its intermediate nodes to T1 
such that (i) 16(T1, Tz)l (calculated on these paths) is equal to two if both u and u are 
not endnodes of PBk or equal to one otherwise and (ii) the current size of T1 attains 
q(r - 1) + 1. 
Step 3: Assign the nodes of I/out o T1 until 1 T1 1 = p - 1. The remaining nodes of 
V,,, are then assigned to T2. 
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We conclude that rc,, = nuu, = y for all nodes U, u both belonging to the same block 
in Vi” and to at least one internal path of it and all nodes U’ in I’,,,,. 
In (d) we deal with the case not treated in (c) when the nodes belong to the same 
block but are not in the same path. 
(d) Let u and w be two nodes of a block P& in PBC and let U’ be a node of V,,,. 
Suppose that there are no paths in PBI, containing both u and w. Let W = {u}, 
S1 = (w} and S2 = {u’>. Let C, u, A 1 and A2 be defined as in (a). 
To correctly construct the sets T1 and T2, we apply the same procedure BuildSets 
from (a) but with a slight change in Step 4. Suppose that w is in the jth path of PBt 
(necessarily different from the one containing u). For path j, in Step 4, the nodes 
between the source (respectively, destination) and w are forced to be in the same set of 
the source (respectively, destination). After doing this, the nodes from other paths of 
PBI, are assigned following the rules expressed in Step 4. 
This shows that rcn,, = rruu, = y for all nodes u and w belonging to the same block in 
PBC (but not to the same path) and all u’ in I’,,,,. 
We have already proved that all edges not belonging to the support graph of (6) are 
associated to components of n with value y. From (e) to (g) we show that the 
components of rc associated to edges in El have a constant value IX 
(e) Let u be a node of V, for some block PBI, of PBC (remember that V, are the 
nodes in V(PBk) - { Sk u dk}). Let j be the path containing u in PBt and v and w be its 
two adjacent nodes in it. We then build the following sets: W = {u}, S1 = {u}, 
SZ = {W>, TI = Ui+jtvikJu vout andT,=V-(S,uS,uT,uW).FromLemma5.1, 
we deduce that 71,” = rcUw = c(jk, i.e., X~ = ujk for all edges e in the jth path 
of PBR. 
In the remaining part of the proof, we do not use Lemma 5.1. We simply exhibit two 
equicuts satisfying (6) at equality and, since they must satisfy XX = rco, we obtain 
further relations between the components of rc. 
(f) Let i and j be two distinct paths of some block PB, and let u be a node in V,_ 1. 
We define the following subsets of V: 
‘1 = (j (vlk:l # i)u ~,,&{~), uZ= rj (T/lk:l#j)uI/,,tu{u} 
I=1 1=1 
The incidence vectors of both 6(U,) and 6(U,) satisfy (6) at equality. Hence, 
zxd(‘l) = ?‘cx~(‘~) which implies that uik = @jk : = &. Hence, for all k E (1, . . . , t}, if e is 
an edge of PBI, then TC, = tlk. 
Now, we prove that & is a constant not depending on the block k, i.e., & : = CI. 
(g) Let o be a node in the rth path of PBk and U3 = uiif (v[k)u Voutu {u}. The 
incidence vector of 6(U,) satisfies (6) at equality and, therefore, zxd(“I) = TCX~(“~) = rco 
which shows that & = @k_ i : = IX. By symmetry, we have proved that, for all edges E in 
E1,n,=or. 
All the edges in E, are associated to components in rc that take the same value as we 
prove below. 
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(h) Consider the following subsets of V: 
The equicuts 6(U,) and 6(U,) both satisfy (6) at equality. Comparing the values of 
?IX~(‘~) and rcx6(r’s) ( w ic h’ h are equal to no), we get that r&d,_1 = &,+,& = /3. Again, by 
using symmetry arguments, we deduce that for all edges e in E,, z, = /I. 
It remains to investigate how a,B and y are related. This is easily done by noting 
that both xdcUa) nd xdcu4) are in F. Hence, ?IX~(“~) = XX~(‘~) = no implying that: 
p = roz - (r - 1)~. 
The results we have proved so far show that EX > no can actually be written as 
a linear combination of (6) and x(E) = p(p + 1) as stated before. In order to do so we 
take A1 = c1- y and Rz = y. The proof is complete. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Again, we use the following characterization for proving that 
inequality (9) is facet defining for YEC(KZp+ 1 ). Let 71x > rco be a valid inequality for 
PEC(KZp+ r) such that: 
F, = {x E .YEC(KZp+ 1): nx = no} 
and F c F,. We show that there exist some scalars &, & such that: 
This amounts to checking the existence of some scalars CI, fl such that the following 
conditions hold: 
l Jr”,” = ct for all edges (u, V) E T; 
l n, = /? for all edges e~E(K,,+l)\(Tu{(u,,u): UE V(T)}); 
l ~“,,I4 = (o! - /?)(2 - d,) + /I for all u E V(T); 
0 710 = 2(01 - /?) + p&J + 1). 
We set V = V(K,,+,) = V(T)u{uo}u I/‘, implying that 1 VI = p - 1. We just 
indicate how to build the sets W, S1, S1, T1 and Tz that suggests the use of Lemma 5.1 
leading to the results below. 
(a) Take any three distinct nodes u’, u’ and w’ of I/‘. Set A’ = V’\{u’, u’, w’} and take 
a subset A of three nodes in V(T) that induces a connected subtree of T. Now, let 
W = {u’>, S1 = {u’}, Sz = {w’>, T, = AuA and Tz = V\(WuSluSzuT1). From 
Lemma 5.1, we deduce that rc,,,, = n”,,,,, and, therefore, there exists a scalar /I such that 
rr,,,, = /I for all U’ and v’ in V’. 
(b) Take u E V(T) and two distinct nodes u’, u’ E I/‘. Since T is not a star, we can 
find an edge (v, w) (u, w # U) such that T({ u, u, w>) is connected. Now, we set W = (u’], 
S1 = {u’}, Sz = {u}, T1 = {o,w}u(V’\{u’,u’}) and T2 = V\(WuS1uSzuT,). From 
Lemma 5.1, conclude that rr,,,, = rc, “,. Therefore, rc,,, = /? for all u E V(T), u’ E I/‘. 
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(c) Let A be a subset of V(T) such that 2 < IAl < p - 1 and both T(A) and 
T(V(T)\A) are connected (to find such a set A, take a node u of V(T) of degree at 
least 2 in T; since T is not a star, some component of T - {u} is not reduced to an 
isolated node; choose its node set for A). Take distinct nodes u’,o’ E I/’ and 
A’ G V’\(u’,v’} with IA’] + IAl = p - 1. Now, we set: W = {u’>, S1 = {v’}, Sz = {uo>, 
T1 = Au A’ and T2 = V\(W uSI us2 u T,). From Lemma 5.1, we have 
7r Ul”0 = rcurv, = p. Thus, rc,,,, = /I for all v E I/‘. 
(d) Take two distinct nodes u and v in V(T) that are not adjacent in T. Let I’,, be 
the path in T joining u to v; set A = V(P,,)\{u, v> (clearly, 1 < IAl < p - 1). Take 
U’E V’ and A’ c V’\{u’} with IAl + IA’1 = p - 1. Set W = {u}, S1 = {v}, S2 = {u’}, 
T1 =AuA’ and T2 = V\(WuS,uS2uT1). From Lemma 5.1, we deduce that 
%v = n,!X = fl. Or, more generally: 
rcuv = /? for all u E V(T), u E V(T) with (uv)#T. 
(e) Assume that a, v and w are in V(T) and that u is adjacent o both v and w. Let 
W = {u>, S1 = {II>, Sz = {w>, T1 = I/’ and T2 = V\(WuSluS,uT,). Using 
Lemma 5.1, we prove that 71,” = rc,,. 
By connectivity of the tree T we deduce, for some scalar a, that rc, = u for all edges 
eE T. 
Finally, we compute the value of 7r,0u for u E V(T) and of rco. Take an edge (u, v) of 
T; both sets A = {u, v> u I/’ and A’ = {u> u I/’ define roots of (9), so we deduce that 
() = &(A) _ nx6(A’) 
=Z$ 0 = 7rn,,” + a(d, - 1) + p(p - d,) - p(p - 1) - Lx 
* r&.=(2-4J(x-8)+B. 
Moreover, for A” = Vu {u}: 
no = n.&4”) 
3 no = P(P - l)(P + 1) + r&4 + a44 + B(P - 4) 
3 710 = /?p(p + 1) + 2(a - p). q 
Proof of Theorem 4.5. Take a valid inequality rcx = no for PEC(KZp+ r ) and let: 
F = {x EPEc(Kz~+I): o(T,4uo)x = O>, 
F, = {x E P&KZP,+ 1): 71x = 7Lo} 
and F G F,. We show below that there exists some scalars LY and /? such that: 
l %I” = c1 for all edges (uv) E T; 
l G” = B for all (uv) E E(KZp+ 1 )\(TuduEo) where E. = {(uo,u): UE V(T)}; 
l %ou =(a--P)(2-d,)+Bforallu~V(T); 
0 7t,, = 2/? - c( for all u, v E V(d), u # v; 
l no = BP(P + 1). 
We set V’ = V(Kzp+r ) - (V(T)u{u,}u V(d)), so the size of V’ is p - 3. 
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The idea of the proof is basically the same as the one for Theorem 4.3. We want to 
use Lemma 5.1 and, for this, we need to define the sets W, S1, Sz, T1 and T2 such that 
the incidence vectors of the equicuts defined in the lemma are in F. The fact that these 
vectors lie on F can be easily checked from the result contained in the paragraph just 
preceding Theorem 4.5. 
(a) Let A be a subset of three nodes of V(T) such that T(A) is connected. 
Take w,u,z) in I/‘, A’ = V’\{u, u, w} and set: w = {WI, SI = {u>, S2 = {r>, 
T1 = AuA’u(ul,u2} and T2 = T/\(WLJS~US~UT~). Using Lemma 5.1, we have 
that: xnwu = rr,,. Hence, for some scalar 8: 
rc,,,,=p forallw,uEV’andw#u. 
Take two distinct nodes w,u in V’, A’ = V’\{w,u} and set: W = {w}, S1 = {u}, 
S2 = {ul>, T1 = AuA’u{uz} and T2 = V\(WuSluS2uT1). Lemma 5.1 implies 
that: rcw,+, = n,,,,, = B. Similarly, one can prove that: rc,,., = x,,,.~ = z,,,~~ = p. 
(b) Given an edge (uv) of T, set: W = {ul}, S1 = {u2}, S2 = {q>, T1 = V’u{u,v} 
and T2 = V\(W uSI uSzu T,). Lemma 5.1 implies that: 
Or similarly, 
rc,,“,=/?’ foralli,jE{1,2,3}, i#j. 
(c) Given u E V(T), let A be a subset of V(T)\(u) such that 2 < IAl d p - 2 and 
T(A), T(Au {u}) and V’(T)\A) are connected subtrees of T (this is possible, since 
T is not a star). Take w E V’, A’ c V’\(w) such that IAl + IA’/ = p - 2. With 
W = {w>, S1 = {u}, S2 = {ul>, T1 = AuA’u{u2} and T2 = V\(WuSluS2uT1) 
we build the roots of (10) which, from Lemma 5.1, imply that: rc,, = nwul = p. Hence 
rc,, = p for all u E V(T ), w E I/“. 
On the other hand, setting: W = {q}, S1 = (u}, S2 = {w} and keeping T1 and T2 as 
before, we obtain different roots of (lo), implying that: rc,,, = xur,,, = /I. Hence: 
71 “lx, = %I* = %I, = /3 for all u E V(T). 
Also for the same sets T1 and T,, setting W = {w}, S1 = {uo} and Sz = {ur}, will 
define new roots of (10) leading to the conclusion that: nwuo = rc,,,,, = /J; and for 
w = {%), SI = {%I and Sz = {w}, the roots obtained for (10) imply that: 
71 “ItlO = x,,, = /I. Therefore, 
71 uou = p for all v E V(d)u V’. 
(d) Take two distinct nodes w, u E V(T) that are not adjacent in T. Let 
P=(l)1 =w,vz )...) Vk,vk+l = u)beapathinTjoiningutow.LetA={~~,...,u~},so 
that lbIAl<p-2 and take A’E V’ with IAI+IA’I=p-2. Set W={w}, 
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s1 = (u}, s2 = {uz), T1 = AuA’u(u1) and T2 = V\(WuSluS2uT1). From 
Lemma 5.1, we deduce that n,,,, = z,,.,* = /?. 
(e) Take distinct nodes w, u, u E V(T) such that w is adjacent o both u and u in T. 
Let: W = {w>, S1 = {u}, S, = {u>, T1 = V’u(ul,u2} and T2 = V\(WuS1uS2u 
T,). The usual argument shows that: r,,,, = z,,,,. By connectivity of T, we deduce that, 
for some scalar ct: 
7-c “” = a for all edges (uu) E T. 
(f) It remains only to check that p’ = 28 - a, and to compute the value of rc,Ou for 
u E V(T) and of no. Take u E V(T), then S(V’u{ u, ul, uz}) is a root of (lo), implying 
that 
and, thus 
710 = 71,,, + ad, + 28’ + P(p’ + p - 3 - d,). 
(g) Now, if (~0) E T, then ~(V’U {u, u, ul, u2}) is a root of (lo), implying that 
no = %ou + ~IQu + 2p’ + a(& + d” - 2) + p(pZ + p - 2 - d, - d”). 
(h) Comparing the equations obtained in (e) and (f), we get 
Jr0 = 2p’ + 2a + b(p2 + p - 4). 
Using the equation in (h), we deduce from (f) that 
7r “0. u = (a - P) (2 - A) + P. 
Since ~(V’U V(d)) is in F, we can deduce that 
no = r&Xv’ u V(d)) = - MP + 1). 
Finally, comparing this value of 7~~ with the one given in (h), we show that p’ = Z/3 - a. 
This concludes the proof. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 4.7. Let us consider a valid inequality rrx Z x0 for PEc(KSP+ 1 ) such 
that: 
F = {x E 9%&2p+ 1 ): o(T,CP,uo) x = 0}, 
F, = {x E &(KZp+ 1): nx = no} 
and F E F,. We show below that there exist some scalars o! and /? such that: 
l %” = c1 for all edges (uu) E T; 
l JL” = j3 for all (uu) E E(K,,+,)\(TuE(CP)UE,) where E. = {(uo,u): u E V(T) 
l X”,” = (a - /I)(2 - d,) + b for all u E Y(T); 
0 7Luiuj = a for all (Ui,Uj) E C, i #j; 
l 7cuiuj = 2/3 - o! for all (Ui, Uj) E C’, i # j; 
l no = PP(P + 1). 
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The proof is similar to those for Theorems 4.3 and 4.5: we give the sets W, S1, S2, T1 
and T, used to build equicuts which can be easily checked to be roots of (11) (see 
Proposition 4.6). 
(a) For some scalar p, rc,,, = /I for U, u E V’ and rc,, = fi for all u E I/’ and all 
w E V(CP) (the details are omitted, the proof is similar to that of (a) in Theorem 4.5). 
(b) Since, by assumption, T is not a 2-star, given u E V(T), we find A g V(T)\(u) 
such that 3 < IAl < p - 3 and T(A), T(Au{u}), T(V(T)\A) are all connected. 
For v, w E I”, take A’ E I”\{u, w} such that IAl + IA’1 = p - 3 and set: W = {w}, 
S1 = {u},S, = {v}, T1 = AuA’u{ ul,u2} and T2 = V\(WuS1uS2u T,). Weobtain 
roots of (11) which from Lemma 5.1 imply: rc,, = rc,, = /I. Keeping T1 and T2 and 
setting W = {uo}, S1 = {w}, S2 = {II}, we obtain 
TL uow = /I for all w E V’. 
For VEV’ and UEV(T), take A’GV’\{V} such that lAl+lA’l=p-3 
and set: W = {n1>, S1 = {n>, s2 = (4, T1 = AuA’u{u2,u3} and 
T2 = V\( W u S1 u S2 u T,). We then build the roots of (11) leading to 
7-c UIU = 71 II,” = P. 
By only changing the sets W, S1 and S2 to: W = {ul}, S1 = {uo>, S2 = {u}, we 
define new roots of (11) implying that 
Therefore, 
n: U@Lh = z,,, = fl for all u E V(T) and ah E V(CP). 
(c) If w, u E V(T) and are not adjacent in T, take a path P = (vi = 
w, u2, . . . , uk, ukfl = u} joining w to u. Let A = {v2, . . . , ok}, A’ c V’ such that 
~A~+~A’~=~-3andset:W={w),S,={u},S2={u~},T~=AuA’u{u2,u~}and 
T2 = V\(W uSI u S2 u T,). We build the roots of (11) and deduce that 
(d) If w, u E V(T ) and are adjacent in T, then rc,, = CI for some constant ~1. Indeed, if 
w is adjacent to u and u in T, set W = {w}, S1 = {u}, S2 = {u}, T1 = V’u{u1,u2,u3} 
and T2 = I’\( W u S1 u S2 u T,). We build the roots of (11) and deduce that 
IT,, = 7t,, = G!. 
The result follows by the connectivity of T. 
(e) Since G(V(CP)uV’) is a root of (ll), we deduce that: 
n, = &V(CP) u V’) = @(p + 1). Given an edge (UV) E T, set U = {u,u> u I”. The 
equicuts u1 = u4u2d43}, u2 = u+w5), u3 = UU{Ul,U2,h) and 
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u4 = UU{Ul,U4, u5} are in F, implying the following relation: 
71 UlU2 + TL,“3 = %,“, + %,I&. 
(f) Since G((V(CP)\{u,})u V’) is a root of (1 l), we deduce that 
71O = &VWW)\Ius)) u V’) 
= P(P + l)(P - 4) + 4BP + TIlU5 + %*,, + nnugis + 7cnudU5 
= HP + l)(P - 4) + 4BP + 2(7L,“5 + %2”5). 
Therefore, we deduce that 
71 “IU5 + %,,, = 2P. 
(g) Let 
71 III”2 = 71 “2”3 = 71 u3u4 = 71 uqus = 71 UlU5 = 28 - Y. 
For u E V( T ) and A = { u1 , u2, ug ,u} u I/‘, x6@) is a root of (1 l), implying that 
710 = 7cX6(A) = 7r,@ + (a - B)& + B(P2 + P - 3) + MU& + %W, 
Therefore, 
lr UOU = BP(P + 1) - cm - PV” - B(P2 + P - 3) - 2Y 
i.e. 
71 ILO” = (B - @VU + 3P - 2Y. 
Given an edge (uu) E T and A = {ur , u2, u, u} u V’, xdcA) is a root of (1 l), implying 
that: rco = XX’(~), from which we deduce that: 
0 = nuou + nuov + (a - B)(& + d”) - 2a - 2p + 2y. 
Using the last relation in (g), we deduce that: y = 2/? - CL Hence, from (g), 
71 UOU = (a - 8)(2 - &) + P. 
Also, 
71 1,142 = 8 - Y = a, 
and 
71 “1u3 = y = 2p - cc 
This concludes the proof. 0 
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6. Concluding remarks 
We have introduced new classes of facet defining inequalities for the equicut 
polytope. Moreover, we have showed how they can be transformed to obtain new 
facets for the well-studied cut polytope. Inequalities (6), (9), (10) have the remarkable 
property that their supports are planar (implying that they are also facets of the 
polytope in the planar case). 
To use these inequalities in a cutting-phase algorithm, we need separation routines 
for them. In other words, for each class 4 of inequalities introduced here, we need an 
algorithm that, given a point x E L@t, can: (i) decide if x violates some inequality of 
8 and (ii) provide a violated inequality of % when one exists. In [7] a separation 
routine for the PBC inequalities has been proposed and implemented. Though the 
routine is designed to produce a very small subset of the PBC inequalities, the 
computational results reported there show that these inequalities can be useful to 
solve equicut problems. 
Inequalities (10) and (11) suggest hat there is a class of facet defining inequalities of 
%rc(K~p+ 1) whose support has two connected components. The first component is 
a suspended tree while the second component is an odd complete subgraph. A de- 
crease of one node in the suspended tree component is followed by an increase of two 
nodes in the odd complete subgraph component. The coefficients of the variables 
corresponding to the edges in the suspended tree are computed in the usual way. 
However, for the edges in the second component, the computation of the coefficients is 
less evident. Recently de Souza [7] has showed that, in inequality (ll), if the sus- 
pended tree component is reduced by one node, then the chorded pentagon compo- 
nent has to be replaced by the complete graph on seven nodes. To compute the 
coefficient of the edges in this complete subgraph, the author has used a method which 
apparently can be reapplied to generate the next inequalities in the family cited 
above. 
Another direction for future investigation is to combine path-block-cycle structures 
on less nodes with triangles or chorded pentagons to obtain new facets for the equicut 
polytope. Examples of such inequalities which are facet defining for odd complete 
graphs of small size are given in [7]. 
To conclude, let us mention a class of valid inequalities for gEC(KZp+ 1) generalizing 
(9) in which the suspended tree on p + 1 nodes is replaced by a k-tree built on p + k 
nodes. So, let (V( T ), T ) be a k-tree with 1 V( T ) 1 = p + k which is a subgraph of KZp+ 1 
and let u0 E V(K2p+l ) - V( T ). Then, the inequality 
co&‘-,uo)x = C (2k - d,)x,,,, + C x, > k(k + 1) 
usV(T) eCZT 
is valid for pEC(Kzp+ l ) (the proof is an easy extension of Proposition 4.2). For k = 1, 
this inequality is inequality (9). However, it seems that the inequality above is not facet 
defining for 9&KZp+ 1), if k b 2. 
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